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Abstract
Confidentiality of digital data stored on computer systems or transmitted via computer networks is very important
in the digital era and it can be addressed with a variety of solutions such as encryption. In this respect, in this study
we propose a new encryption algorithm based on a number of mathematical terms, formulas and operations. The
proposed algorithm is a general purpose symmetric encryption algorithm; hence, it can be used for various
purposes. The proposed algorithm is implemented an application called Secure Text. Although the developed
application encrypts text, the algorithm is suitable for encrypting several file types including .txt, .rtf, .doc, .docx,
.xls, .xlsx, .ppt, .pptx, .pdf, .png, and .bmp. A set of evaluation study carried out using the developed application
shows that although the proposed algorithm is simple and performs very quickly, it is complicated enough and
robust against potential unorganized threats.
Keywords: Encryption; symmetric encryption; encryption algorithm; file encryption.

Yeni Bir Simetrik Şifreleme Algoritması ve Uygulanması
Özet
Bilgisayar sistemlerinde depolanan ya da bilgisayar ağları üzerinden iletilen dijital verilerin gizliliği günümüz
dijital çağında oldukça önemlidir. Gizliliğin sağlanması için şifreleme gibi birçok çözüm yolu mevcuttur. Bu
bağlamda, bu çalışmada bir dizi matematiksel terim, formül ve işlemlere dayalı yeni bir şifreleme algoritması
önerilmiştir. Önerilen algoritma genel amaçlı simetrik bir şifreleme algoritması olduğundan çeşitli amaçlarla
kullanılabilmektedir. Önerilen uygulama Secure Text adlı bir uygulama içerisinde kodlanmıştır. Geliştirilen
uygulama, metinleri şifrelemesinin yanı sıra. txt, .rtf, .doc, .docx, .xls, .xlsx, .ppt, .pptx, .pdf, .png, ve bmp vb.
birçok dosya tipindeki dosyaların da şifrelenmesi için kullanılabilmektedir. Önerilen uygulama üzerinde
gerçekleştirilen bir dizi deneme testi sonucunda, önerilen algoritmanın basit, hızlı uygulanabilir olduğu ve özellikle
olası kırma ataklarına karşı yeterince sağlam olduğu gözlenmiştir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Şifreleme, simetrik şifreleme, şifreleme algoritması, dosya şifreleme

1. Introduction
Nowadays, with the rapid development of
communication technologies and mobile devices,
the Internet has become indispensable and it is
now a mass communication medium. However,
the Internet is a public network and hence is not a
secure communication medium [1]. Therefore, the
use of the Internet for information exchange may
cause information security threats if potential
threats are not addressed. This is even more
important
for
financial
institutions
and
government services.
Encryption methods are commonly used to
secure data transfers [2]. Their primary purpose is
to protect the confidentiality of digital data stored

on computers or transmitted via computer
networks. They play a key role in the security
assurance of information technology (IT) systems
and communications since they can provide not
only confidentiality, but also authentication,
integrity and non-repudiation. There are three
basic encryption methods, namely hashing,
symmetric
cryptography, and
asymmetric
cryptography. Each of these has their own uses,
advantages,
and
disadvantages.
Hashing
algorithms create a hash value, a unique and fixedlength signature for a data set. Hashes are
commonly used to compare sets of data since even
minor changes to the data set result in a different
hash.
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2. Related Works

3. Proposed Algorithm, Implementation and
Developed Application

In recent years several symmetric and
asymmetric encryption algorithms have been
proposed and some of them have been
implemented and used successfully. A symmetric
encryption algorithm, sometimes called secret key
algorithm, is a cryptographic algorithm which
uses the same key to encrypt and decrypt data. On
the other hand, an asymmetric encryption
algorithm uses public and private keys to encrypt
and decrypt data. The keys are large numbers
which have been paired together but they are not
identical. In the pair, the public key can be shared
with everyone but the private key is kept secret.
Either the public or the private key can be used to
encrypt a message, and the opposite key is used
for decryption.
The problem with symmetric encryption
algorithms is how to securely get the secret keys
to each end of the exchange and keep them secure
after that. Therefore, when the distribution of
secret keys constitutes a problem, asymmetric
encryption algorithms are preferred.
Although in the literature there are many
well-known
symmetric
and
asymmetric
encryption algorithms such as Data Encryption
Standard (DES) [3], Triple DES (3DES) [4], AES
[5, 6, 7], Blowfish [8], Serpent [9], Twofish [10],
RSA [11], ElGamal [12], and Paillier [13], there is
a need for an easy-to-use, simple, free and general
purpose encryption tool to secure data transfer
needs of people. There are different many security
applications in literature [14-15].
Accordingly, in this study we developed an
open source application called Secure Text. The
application can encrypt text messages but the
algorithm is suitable for encrypting several file
types including .txt, .rtf, .doc, .docx, .xls, .xlsx,
.ppt, .pptx, .pdf, .png, and .bmp. The rest of this
paper is as follows. Proposed symmetric
encryption algorithm, its implementation and how
the proposed algorithm is implemented are given
in Section II. The design of the application which
was developed to implement the proposed
algorithm is also given in Section II. Finally the
paper is concluded in Section III.

The proposed algorithm’s encryption and
decryption steps are different. The algorithm
follows the steps explained below to encrypt a
given text and to decrypt an encrypted text. To
implement the proposed algorithm, its flow is
given in Fig. 1, an application called Secure Text
was developed using C#.
Encryption Model of the Proposed Algorithm:
Step 1: The algorithm first receives original text
and key which will be used to encrypt the original
text. The original text cannot be less than 3
characters and the key cannot be empty.
Step 2: Each character of the original text is
converted into ASCII code and then binary
equivalent of each sixteen-digit sequence is
created.
Step 3: The number of digits of each character is
multiplied by the character’s value and then the
total is calculated. Using the total, variance (V) is
calculated.
Step 4: Mode operation is applied on V using the
array’s column number and then the mix operation
is applied.
Step 5: The key is converted to binary system
taking care that the obtained value will have 16
binary digits. Then, its decimal equivalent is
calculated to find K.
Step 6: A is calculated using the following
equation.
A=((1/|sinK|)+(log10V))*1000000000000
Step 7: A is converted to binary system and then
an array is built.
Step 8: A is compared with the dimension of the
array obtained in Step 4. Zero bits are added to the
beginning of the fewer one until their dimensions
are the same.
Step 9: A new array is created by mixing the
arrays obtained in Step 8. Depending on the value
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of K, mode operation is applied on the new array
and the new array is mixed again.

Begin

TextToBeEncrypted,
Password

Step 10: Eight digits of the array obtained in Step
9 are taken and converted to decimal system.
Then, they are added to K.
Encrypted text is created after obtaining ASCII
characters of the sums.

BinaryText=StringToBinary
(TextToBeEncrypted,16)

FindTheSumOfOnesMultipliedWithDigit
(BinaryText)

avg=(double)FindTheSumOfOnesMultipliedWithDigit
(BinaryText)/(double)(BinaryText.Length)

Decryption Mode of the Proposed Algorithm:

V=V+Math.Pow(ConvertToInt32
(BinaryText.Substring(i,1)*i)-avg,2)

i=0, i<BinaryText.Length, i++

Step 1: Text to be decrypted and key is taken from
the user.

V=Math.Floor(V/16.0)

K=|FindTheSumOfOnesMultipliedWithDigit(Stri
ngToBinary(Password,16))|

Step 2: The key is converted to ASCII code
system. Then, the result is converted to binary
system taking care that the obtained value will
have 16 binary digits. Each of the digits is
multiplied with the order of the digit to calculate
sum. The obtained sum is K. The text’s ASCII
equivalent is created and then individually
subtracted from K.

A=(1/|sin(DegreeToRadian(K))|)+(1/log10(V))

A=Math.Round(Math.Floor(|A|*1000000000000))

BinaryA=ConvertDecimalToBinary((int64)A)

BinaryA=BinaryA.PadLeft(BinaryA.Length+8BinaryA.Length%8,’0’)

PlaceTheMatrix(string TextToBePlaced, ref string []
PlacedArray)

Step 3: The obtained values are converted to
binary system taking care that they will have 8
digits and an array is built.
Reverse mode operation is applied on K based on
the array’s dimension.

MixMatrix(ref string[], ArrayToBeMixed,
double VK)

i=0, i<D.GetLength(0), i++)

BinaryD=BinaryD+D[i]

Yes
BinaryD.Length=BinaryA.
Length

Step 4: The array and mixed array is separated by
the inverse of the encryption

BinaryA=BinaryA.PadLeft
(BinaryD.Length,’0’)

Hayır
BinaryD=BinaryD.PadLeft
(BinaryA.Length,’0’)

Step 5: Zero bits are removed from the beginning
of A and then A is converted to decimal system.
D2=new String|(int)(BinaryA.Length*2.0)|

Step 6: Using the following equation, variance (V)
is calculated.
V=10^((A/1000000000000)-(1/|sinK|))

sD=0, sA=0

D2[i]=BinaryA[sA.
ToString().sA++
No
Yes

i=0, i<D2.GetLength(0, i++)

Step 7: A new array is built after reverse mode
operation has been applied to V based on the
mixed array’s dimension. Sixteen characters from
the new array are selected to obtain decrypted
(original) text.

sA>sD

D2[i]=BinaryA[sD.
ToString().sD++

BinaryMA=’’, CryptedText=’’, BinaryD=’’

i=0, i<D2.GetLength(0), i++

i=0, i<BinaryMA.Length(0, i++)

BinaryMA=Binary
MA++D2[i]
CryptedText=CryptedText+((char)
(ConvertToInt32
(BinaryToString(BinaryMA.Substring(i,8))
+intK.ToString()

CryptedText

Begin

Fig. 1: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 2: Graphical user interface of the developed application
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4. Conclusion
To address confidentiality of sensitive data, in
this study we proposed a novel encryption
algorithm. The proposed algorithm is a symmetric
encryption algorithm, can quickly encrypt a given
file, and is robust enough for various purposes. To
implement the proposed algorithm we developed
an application called Secure Text. However, the
proposed algorithm can encrypt different file types
with different extensions such as .txt, .rtf, .doc,
.docx, .xls, .xlsx, .ppt, .pptx, .pdf, .png, and .bmp.
The proposed algorithm presented several
interesting features, such as a high level of security
and an acceptable encryption speed. The
algorithm has been successfully applied to and
tested for the text and image encryption. Although
the algorithm presented in this paper has focused
on text encryption.
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